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,/ GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY OF HAMPTON PLAINS AREAS, COOLGARDIE, WA. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During recent years ofricers of the Geological Survey of 
Western Australia have been actively engaged on regional and 
detailed mapping or the greenstone series at Coolgardie. As a 
result of this work certain cross-fold structure. regarded as 
favourable for the localisation or gold ore have been discovered 
and it is advocated that prospecting Should be intensified over 
areas where these conditions exist. Some success has already 
resulted from such guidance. 

In September 1946 Mr. Ellis, Government Geologist, suggested 
the use of geophysics as a possible means of further localising 
areas for prospecting on soil covered parts, where geological 
mapping is not able to accurately locate the position of the 
particular structural conditions concerned. He mentioned one 
specific problem involving the tracing of a certain greenstone 
contact through an extensive soil covered part, to fix its 
intersection with the axi. of a known cross-rold. 

A geophysical survey at Wiluna in 1938(1) demonstrated 
the ability of geophysics to trace certain greenstone beds due to 
their varying magnetite content and the Coolgardie problem was a 
like one, with promise of success providing the greenstone beds 
concerned exhibited favourable magnetic properties. 

On the 18th September the writer visited the area and 
discussed the matter further with R.S. Matheson of the western 
Australia Geological survey who was in charge of the geological 
aurvey party operating in the Coolgardie district. It was 
apparent that due to the existence of extensive soil covered 
areas there was much scope for geophysics on the field providing 
the magnetic characteristics of the beds concerned were favourable. 

A geophysical test traverse was made across certain known 
greenstone contacts near Zadows workings. The results were a 
little disappointing but inadequate to determine the full 
possibilities. In October it was found practicable to undertake 
field operations on a scale surficient to test the possibilities 
further and this work was oommenced on 22nd October by Mr. J.C. 
Dooley, Geophysicist, assisted by Mr. W.A.L. Forsyth~ Geophysical 
trainee. Due to the Bureau's work commitments elsewhere Mr. Dooley 
was able to spend only one week on this work, during which time 
the survey was launched and a programme of work prepared based on 
the results obtained. Mr. Forsyth then continued the survey 
until December 18th, alone apart from inspection visits by the 
writer on 29th November to 3rd December and 12th December. 

The necessary geologioal co-operation in the work was 
provided by Messrs. Matheson and Nard who also assisted materially 
in field arrangements necessary for the conduct of the survey. 

II. GEOLOGY AND NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 

The accompanytng plan shows the regional geology of the 
area as supplied by the western Australia Geological Survey. 
Briefly stated the geological aspeots of importance to the 
geophysical work are given below. 

The greenstone beds comprising ultra-basics, basic lavas 
and amphibolite, all highly metamorphosed, have been mapped 
by Messrs. Matheson and Ward as shown on the accompanying plan. 
It is understood that these beds dip steeply to the east. The 
crossfolds whose axes are also shown on the plan are believed to 
have produced conditions specially favourable for gold deposition 
and intense prospecting in a narrow zone along these axes is 
recommended by the geologists. For further details concerning 
factors favourable for gold deposition, the reader is referred to 
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the GEOLOGICAL MAP OF THE J~MPTON GROUP by the Geological Survey 
of western Australia published in 1946. 

The significance of the accepted crossfold influence on Gold 
deposition is well illustrated by the following reasoning used in 
establishing the first geophysical problem that this survey was 
concerned with. 

The oontact between the amphibolite and the easto.1'lJ basia 
lava (Lava II) is considered to be a favourable horizon for gold 
deposition because at the 3 mile Hill there is a large low-~rade 
ore body in or adjacent to this contact. It follows from ~e 
cross-fold hypothesis, that this horizon should be prospected in 
the vicinity of a cross-fold axis because conditions are 11kely 
to be more favourable for gold deposi tion there than at the' 
3 mile Hill. 

Geolo~ical mapping revealed that the intersection of this 
horizon with the axis of Tindall's Cross-fold was on a soil covered 
area. The problem for eeophysics was therefore to fix the position 
of this intersection and if successful the geologists would be 
prepared to recommend exploration by diamond drilling. This problem 
was made project 1 and the results are described in the following 
section of this report. 

After taking Project 1 to a certain stage and following dis
cussions with Mr. Matheson, Project 2 was undertaken with the object 
01' examining further certain anomalies that had been found in the 
metamorphosed ultrabasics near "The Surprise" lease and to 
endeavour to trace the trend of the ultrabasic beds and "The Surprise
auriferous. belt across the alluviated area to the south. It was 
intended to carry the work easterly to "The Baz'bara" area but time 
did not permit this to be done. 

III. RESULTS OF THE SURVEY 

The accompanying plan shows the position of all geophysical 
traverses and the accompanying profile sheets show all results in 
the form of profiles. The results or the second project are shown 
also on the plan in the form of geomagnetic contours. 

(i) Pro ject 1 

This was commenced with a test traverse under' known conditions 
at the 3 mile Hill across the amphibolite and on the two flanking 
basic lava flows. The results are shown in the profile for Test 
Traverse 2 (Profiles Sheet 1). It will be seen that the intenSity 
values over the'greater part of the amphibolite are substantially 
the same as those on the basic lava flow on the east (lava I). 
However, within the amphibolite and near to its northern edge there 
Is a pronounced anomaly, the principal part of which c~uld be due to 
a narrow dyke-like bed of strongly magnetic ma~erial. It was 
considered that if this anomaly was found to be a common feature 
of this horizon in the amphibolite bed it would serve as a magnetic 
marked by means of Which the eastern edge of the amphibolite could 
be approximately looated in other parts of the area. 

. Operations were then commenced in the Vicinity of 'l'indall's 
cross-fold with Traverse 00. The results are shown in profile for.m 
on Profiles Sheet 2. It was considered that the anomaly centred 
at about 5450N on Traverse 00 may be comparable with the anomaly 
referred to on Test Traverse 2 and if so, t.he amphibolite-lava II 
contact could be placed a little to the east of this anomaly. 
Other traverses at lOOE, 200E etc. up to lOOOE were then surveyed 
to follow this suspected near-contact anomaly but no similar one 
was found on any of these traverses, and at the part where it would 
be expected to occur the profiles are irregularly disturbed. 
The results are shown in the form of profiles on Profiles Sheets 
2 and 3. 
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Traverses 1:500E and 1400E were then made in a position 
closer to the assumed position of the cross-fold axis and the 
results were of similar type to those on traverses 00 toJDOOE. 

The complete results at this stage were examined by the 
writer and it was concluded that the irregularities in the profiles 
were largsly due to superficial deposits vis. soil and/or 
la teri tic materia.l rich in Magne ti te. This as sumption is supported 
by the fact that the relatively quiet part of tne profl1es,centred 
at about 60CON on traverses 00 to 100CE, occurs over the small 
area of amphibolite outcrop where superficial deposits are of 
neglig~.ble thickness. However, it was considered that the anomaly 
centred at OO/5450N was a possible exception and its likeness in 
form to the :5 .Mile Hill anomaly was regarded as a feature of possible 
significance. 

To gain additional information for use in the interpraation 
of the results described above, Test Traverse :5 was made across the 
assumed position of the amphibolite - lava II contact at a part 
intermediate between the :5 Mile Hill Traverse and Traverse 00. 
The results are shown on Profiles Sheet 1. No pronounced anomaly 
of the :5 Mile Hill type was found. It may be concluded therefore 
that the :5 Mile Hill anomaly is not a consistent feature of the 
amphibolite - lava II contact environment and consequently the 
diagnostic value of the anomaly at OO/5450N as an indicator of 
the position of this contact is considerably reduced. 

The site of Test Traverse 2 was then examined and it was 
found that some of the ore in the low-grade mine there exhib1ted 
appreciable magnetic properties. The ore in question is aotually 
a mineralised amphibolite (?) and the magnetisation is probably 
largely due to the pyrrhotite content. A specimen was secured 
for mineragraphio examination. It is believed that this Ore 
material may be responsible for the pronounced anomaly on Test 
Traverse 2 because no other material was found on the surface in 
the vicinity which on testing showed sufficient magnetisation to 
produce an anomaly of the required order. 

On studying the complete results the conclusions reached 
were as follows. 

(a) The anomaly centred at OO/5450N may be due to a bed 
comparable with the one responsible for the anomaly found on Test 
traverse 2. The two anomalies have features in common. If so the 
amphibolite - lava II contact might be placed at OO/5860N which 
point is displaced from the anomaly a distance of similar order 
to the corresponding displacement on Test Traverse 2. At this 
point there 1s also some suggestion of a contact anom~ly in the 
profile. . . 

(b) The identification of strong magnetic properties in 
specimens of the ore material from :5 Mile Hill is of twofold interest. 
Firstly it provides scope for geophysics in tracing the extent of 
this ore body and secondly the existence of like material may be 
postula ted to account for the anomaly centred at OO/!j450N. The 
likelihood of this being the case is somowhat reduced by the faot 
that the anomaly at OO/5450N does not maintain its form even aa 
far easterly as Traverse IOOE but its place on this traverse is 
taken by disturbed conditions which appear to be more likely due to 
superficial material rather than to a deposit of the type postulated 
above. 

(c) 'l'he widespread extent of intensely disturbed conditions 
due to superficial deposits makes it difficult to interpret the 
results in respect of the small-scale features found on some profiles. 
For instance at the point 100E/5000N the profile su~gests the 
presence of a contact between beds of differing magnetic charaoter
istics. It is not easy, however, to detect a corresponding feature 
in all the oth~r profiles. Using a number of doubtful points of 
this nature, the position of a possible contact is shown on the 
aocompanying plan. At first sight it appears likely that this 
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suspected oontact might be that betwaen the amphibolite and lava I 
but this 8S sumption conflicts wi th known geology. It seems that it 
there is a co~tact in this position it must be within the known 
amphibolite bed which after all may consist of two or more separate 
beds differing in magnetic characteristics in these parts. There 
are fine, medium and coarse-grained types 01" amphibolite. 

(d) The gradual change in intensity on ·Test Traverse 3 centred 
at lOOON may be due to the existence of a rock contact at about 
that point. It seeMS chat the most reasonable interpretation 
avoiding contlietiDn with known f,eology_ is that such a contact is 
one within the amphibolite similar to the one mentioned above. 

(e) On available information it 1'183 considered that no inter-
pretation ot consequ.ence other than thatg1ven above could be satis
factorily made from the results on 'PraverS9S JO to l400E. Additional 
features ot S0me interest but of unknown origin and significance 
are the small scale anom81ies~ apparent after smoothing the pro£iles_ 
showing a local increase ot intensity whiCh is presumably not due to 
superi'icial deposits. Such an anomaly is the one centred at 500E/ 
5500N. 

(f) It was considered that the layout of work on Project 1 
WBS well chosen for the purpose o£ the survey and th~t the ,,"ork 
completed has provided dsta of important specific and general 
interest. It was believed that the position of the amphibolite -
lave II C ontaet, i1' not 8 t OO/58S0N_ is probably wi thin the area 
covered and there Beemed to be no need to extend the traverses 
further northerly. In any case such extensions would probably 
encounter magnetic irregularity due to superficial deposits. 

At this stsbe in the operations it was clecided tv spend the 
remaining time available on Project 2, the results of whiah are 
described below. 

(ii) Project 2. 

The results ot Test Traverse 1 mld Traverse 00 of rroject 1 
showed that some ap~reciable but irregular anomalies were associated 
with the metamorphosed ultrabas1cs. It was decided to examine these 
further to learn more of their nature and possible usefullness by 
means of a reconnaissance survey on "The Surpr1se" area. The survey 
had the additional objective of tracing the trend of the ultraba.ic 
beds southerly across the alluviated area to the south. 

Preliminary work on this proJect was completed by W.A.L. 
Forsyth and the writer on Becember 2nd when some widely spaced 
traverses were made between Trsv.OO o£ Project 1 and the southern 
boundary of G.M.L. 341. Anomalies were fou.nd Which seemed to 
correlate well with the one at OO/SOON and on this basis the 
particular bed respollsible was traced easterly, then soutnerly, 
to give a trend conforming with the known trend of the ultrabasics
lava I contact and ot the porphyry bodies in ana adjacent to the 
known auriferous zone. At this stage Mr. l"orsyth was lett to 
continue the project while the writer carried out a geophysical 
survey at Bullfinch. Mr. Forsythts results were examined by the 
writer on December 12th and arrangements were made for the survey 
to be terminated for the time being on December 18th. 

The results of this survey are shown in the form of profiles 
on Profiles Sheets 4 and b and as ;;eomagnatic contours on t~.l6 plan. 

On the completion of some traverses between those first made 
on December 2nd it was found that the eorrelation of anomaly trom 
traverse to traverse was not clear-cut and that a more detailed 
survey was therefore needed to satisfactorily achieve the objects 
of the survey. However, as available time and manpower was short, 
the survey was continued in reconnaissance fashion. 

As the work proceeded southerly the results became more 
complex and over the alluviated area intense shallow-seated anomalies 
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were found to be COfl'..'llOn. Consequelltly the correlation basis from 
traverse to traverse and the location of traverses required became 
less obvious. It is believed that in spite or these difficulties 
the work completed by Mr. Forsyth was skillfully planned, well 
suited to the circumstances and adequate for immediate requirement •• 

In the analysis of the results the profiles were first 
srl100thed where necessary (in some cases very severely) to separate 
the shallow-seated effects from the deep-seated effects. The 
dotted lines on the profiles show the smoothed parts, Which have 
been used along with the unsmoothed part of the profiles in 
preparing the eeoma~netic oontours shown on the accompanying plan. 

From +-he anomaly distribution portrayed by these 
contour's it is believed that the trend of the strongly magnetic 
ultr~basic bed, or beds responsible is generally established. 
The definition of same is subject to the limitations imposed by 
the reconnaissance nature of the survey and the severity of the 
sr:loothing used. The axis lines of the anomalies show a winding 
course which may be due to crumpling of the bed responsible. 
to irre:;ula!' magnetite distribution in the bed or to the presence 
of separate beds of irregular form. In this connection it should 
be noted that the profiles contain much more detail than is 
a?parent from the contours. However, due to the wide separation 
betwaen traverses these detailed features cannot be used to give 
any significant interpretation. 

It is believed that the intense and ir .. gular anomalies 
are' due to superficial deposits of soil or lateritic material. 
A trenc~ on the alluvia ted area reveals a bed of concretionary 
ironctone gravel st shallow depth which exhibits strong magnetic 
properties and which is probably a feature of the greater part 
ot the alluviated area. 

The conclusions reached from a study of the results 
desoribed are summarised below. 

(a) The zone of strong anomaly detected in the 
metamorphosed ultrabasics has been traced for a distance of 
li miles in a manner adequate to indicate its general character
istics. The trend of the zone in the part north of the alluviated 
orea is in Leneral agreeItlent wi th the known trend of the ultra
basics-lava I contact and of the porphyry bodies associated with 
"The Surprise" auriferous zone. 

(b) On the basis of the agreement mentioned above the 
anomaly zone may be regarded as a strike feature of the ultra
basics and used to determine, by inference, the position of the 
ultrabasics-lava I contact. This has been done with the result 
as shown on the accompanring plan. 

(c) The strong anomaly measured in certain parts of the 
zone point to 'tihe existence of nognetic properties of exception
E'lly h1eh magnitude for rocks of the cla.as ooncerned. ~lhe 
conclusion is of course that the magnetite cont.ent of these rocks 
io8 very hiGh in certain parts. It ia possible that a high 
pyrrhoti te content is partly responsible a.nd if so there may be 
some associated gold lJlineralisation of iMpo!'tonce present in the 
11~1r)Jj.aly bodie s. 

Cd) The intense and irregular anomalies found on the 
aoil and alluviated areas are believed to be mainly due to 
magnetite in the so11 and in the laterite ironstone gravel found 
occurring at a shallow depth. It is not easy-on all profiles to 
separate the effects of this superficial material from those of 
the deeper-seated rocks which in some parts seew also to produce 
a fair mOBsure of irregularity. This is well illustrated on 
'Iraverse R where it is considered that the smoothin£ applied has 
gone further than the main purpose. 
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With tae exception of 'rest rrraverse 1 all tra.verae pr'ofI1ea 
are ~lotted on a common dat~. ThIs datum ha~ bgen reterred to the 
CoolGsrdie Absolute sta tion b'l a serie3 of conna otions whICh show 
thst t::e profile de. tum r·ep! eser ... ta a vertical force value 70 gammas 
numerically more than the val~e at the Absolute Station at any given 
time. 

Th~ absclute value ot the magnetic elements were observed 
on 7th Au:;ust, 1944, at tae Coolgardle Absolute Station and the 
m.ean-of-jay res':llts ara sivan b&low. 

Declinstion 000 12'. 7Vv 
Inclination 640 11.1 -58 
lIor. InterJ.si tyc'25143 t.;t:in.tmns. 

A :.:;tud'l of' the ,fJI'vfiles shows that there exists some 
re,'~lonul anoL.1aly ::'n ~e vertical force as eviciunoed by the lsrge 
dlffG'('enoe be t'lleel" tne absvlute VS.::i.U.dS of that ei.ament on the 
uud13tarbeci t-lal .. t3 0.: lest liraverses 2 & 3. '111is diff~rence give. 
a N-S graQiu~t in the vertical force of approximately 100 ~ammaa 
per .nile. The .£ ... ol"l::al gracllent in these parts is approximatel,. 
13 gammas per mile. It is possible that this regional anomaly 
is rolatod to a basement-rock configuration aDd it Is further 
possiblo that ,a widespread survey of regional features may reveal 
the existence of some correlation between their distrIbution and 
that of gold Gepos! tion as indicated by the :t,;osi tion. of tne principal 
gold mines. 

IV. CONOLUSIONS 

The problems confronting geophysical surveys of the k1nd 
described in this report are primarily ooncerned with the structural 
behaviour of the ~reenstone beds. These have been geolog1cally 
mapped in a regional sense using certain dIfferentiation criteria 
of somewhat inconspicuous nature and obvious 1n the first instance 
to few persons other than the geologists responsible for the mapping. 
The interpretation of the mapping in terms of ore-occurrence leads 
to the use of' geophysics for the purpose of accurately locating the 
position of certatn selected favours'ble strtl.ctural oondltiona 
affecting the greenstone. 

~lle geophysical work corr.pleted at Coolgardie to date has 
provided sufficient information concerning the l11s/3Llstlc oharaoter 
of certain greenstone beds to show tnat tHere is soope tor the 
aJ:>plication of geophysics as an aid to [,;eol0510al struct"lrlil mapping 
on the area. Furth~rmore it may be expected that such surveys will 
produce some evidence of Geological detail not revealed by the 
regional i::eologloal mapping nor ~r~ap8 by any practicable form of 
detailed geological mappin,,};. Some of this detail msy l~e found to 
have important significance in connection with gold mineralisation. 

The use of t~e.magnetic method of ~eophysical survey, which 
is tbe only one tried at Coolgardie to date, will probably be .found 
unsuitable tor certain problems on m~3t of the soil and alluvium 

~ covered areas. This is due to the COl'!ll'lon occur'I'~noe in these parts 
of strongly Mfi:.;nl': tic superficial deposits, tne effects of which 
will often be found to mask small scale effects of the greenstone 
beds. However, in thQ csse of large scale effects of the greenstone, 
such as was found in the ultrabasics (Project 2), it will be possible 
to do useful work in spite of the effects from superficial matclrial. 

The cause of the latter ia oelleved to be the presence of 
ma~netlte in the soil and in lateritic netertal commonly found at 
shellow depth on th1ckly allavlated areas. Ifh1s latar1 tic material 
1s b31isved to be of ~"!ore recent ori6in than the widespread laterite 
sheet fOUIld in Many of t~e goldfields. At Ooolgardie the latter is 
found only on the higher ground, apparently as residuals. The 
investigations of Dr. Dorothy Ogrroll on the suils of W.A. goldfields 
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thow that magnetite is cOllUllon and oocurs in appreciable quanti tie. 1n 
goldfields 80il. In a report by Prot. E. de C. Olarke entitled "The 
Past snd Present Phyaiograph7 ot W •• tern Austral!s- dated September 
1934. it is stated that "Mias Carroll has accumulated a large number 
ot observations on the formation ot new minerals, such aa l&ucoxen. 
and magnetite by weathering". TO date the writer has not bad acce •• 
to any published account of this weathering proce.s but .ftorts will 
be made to learn more of Dr. Carroll's findings because the 8uper
ticial occurrence ot magnetite on the •• A. ~oldfields and in other 
parta of Australia 18 of vital 1mportance to any operations which 
include precise land-magnetic observations. The existence ot 
magnetite 1n the superficial deposits ~nt1oned above ia postulated 
on the basis only ot the lntensity ot the magnetic propertles 
exh1bi ted b7 the material concerned and Lot on any *ineralogical. 
determinations. Indeed the postulation 1s believed to be samewhat 
contrary to accepted beliet. that the iron content of lateritic 
material is in the forom of iron hydroxide. Combined mineralogical and 
geophysical research is needed to relate the mineralogical constituent. 
with the magnetlc properties. The principal magnetieation exhibited 
is commonly found to be in the form of remanent magnetiaation. 

The following recommendations are made :-

(a> A geolog1cal examination aided by shallow exploration_ it , 
nece •• ary. in the vicinity ot 00/5860 N to test the validity of the 
suggestion that the aaphibol.te-lav. II contaot i8 locat.d there. 

(b) The anomaly centred at 00/5400 N should be teated. However, tn. 
case does not seem atrong enough at this atage to recoMBend diamond drill
ing and additional geophysioal work should be completed_ particularly on 
the westerly side of' '~lraverse 00 .. bEafor. a site is selected for d.ep 
teating. 

(0) Steps should be taken to determine the nature 01' the material 
responsible for the strong anomaliea found in the ultrabaaica. Diamond 
drilling to the depth of the sulphide zone may be desirable. A vertical 
drill hole at the point midway along the ~outhern boundary of G.M.L.410 
would be well placed for the abovementIoned purpose. 

The results of the testing outlined above may have considerable 
influence on the subject of scope. for the magnetlc method of' geophysioal 
survey at Ooolgard1e. In any case 1t i. believed that the work to 
date haa shown that the scope 18 considerable and it i8 believed that 
the work should be continued. 

It is posaible· that the gravity ~ethod could be successfully 
used in tracing the greenstone beds and it 80 the troubles produced 
by the strongly magnetic superficial deposits would be avoided. 
How.ver, it seea. unl1kely that the greenstones concerned would 
exhibit 8ufficient gravity d1rterences to make the use 01' this method 
praoticable. 

It 1s particularly desirable that any extensive programme ot 
geophysical work undertaken at Coolgardl. should have the continuous 
.co-operation ot geologists on the problems aoncerned as waa the ca.e 
wlth the surveys descrlbed in thia report. 

1. GeophY8ioal Re~ort on the Wiluna Araa_ Wiluna (Part 2, Magnetic 
Surveys) by L.A. Richardson, J.M. Rayner, B.Sc •• and P.B. NJ •• 
M.Sc., B.M.E. A.G. & G.S. or N.A. Report W.A. No.64. 

~~t' ~ &,"-7'<~/ t('/~ 
(L.A. RICHARDSOIl). 

SUperintendins Ge0physiciat. 

MELBOURD. 
14th March, 1947. 
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